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Three antarctic rockets S-31OJA-3,5 and 6 were launched at Syowa Station into the auroral ionosphere. Charging of the 
electrode caused by the energetic electrons precipitated from the magnetosphere was observed in the frequency spectra 
of the impedance-probe. The measurement of the probe capacitance shows that the ion sheath thickness around the 
probe increases with enhanced energetic electron flux. The sheath thickness normalized by the Debye length ( S / h ,, ) 
incresed with the increase of energetic electron flux as well as the increase of auroral intensity at 557.7 nm observed by 
the meridian-scanning photometer. 

Impedance-probe was developed to measure the ionospheric electron density by using sounding rockets in 1965 [I], [2]. 
Figure 1 shows a principle of the impedance-probe. The cylindrical electrode with a length of 1 m is used as a sensor 
of the impedance-probe which is extended from the sensor holder by pyro technics. The metahc sensor is connected to 
the condenser-bridge in’the pre-amplifier. RF swept signal of the amplitude of 0.1 VW is supplied to the bridge-circuit. 
Stray capacitance around the probe is cancelled by adjusting a trimming condenser of the bridge-circuit. The balanced 
condition of the bridge is obtained. The probe is connected to the bridge-circuit as one element of the four condensers as 
is shown in Fig.1. The capacitance of the probe in the plasma is measured as an imbalance of the condensre-bridge. 
Impedance characteristics of the cylindrical probe is measured in the space plasma in the frequency range of 0.4 MTLT.Z to 
about 10 MHz. The impedance characteristics show various resonances such as upper hybrid resonance (UHR), sheath 
resonance (SHR), plasma resonance (‘pR) and modified plasma resonance (MPR) [3], [4]. 

The probe is electrically insulated from the rocket body through the condenser-bridge. 
slightly negative with respect to the space potential (or the plasma potential). 

Generally the probe potential is 

producing an ion sheath is called ” floating potential ‘I. 
This slightly negative potential 

The capacitance of the ion sheath at the floating potential is 
measured at a frequency of 0.4 MHz. The sheath thickness (S) can be obtained from the sheath capacitance (Cs) at the 
frequency using the radius and length of the cylindrical probe. It is noted that the sheath thickness determinned by 
this RF probe method might be thinner than the sheath thickness estimated by the DC probe, because RF probe observes 
the quasi-neutral area located at the outer boundary of the ion sheath as non-disturbed ambient plasma area, while the 
DC probe observes the quasi-neutral pre-sheath region as the sheath region. The sheath thickness observed by the DC 
probe is several times the local Debye length, A D, while the sheath thickness observed by the RF probe is about a half of 
h n. When the energetic electron flux from the magnetosphere enhances and these auroral electrons hit the probe 
surface, the probe potential negatively falls and then the ion sheath region expands. 
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Fig.1. Electronics circuit of the condenser-bridge of the impedance-probe 



AURORA ROCKET EXPERIMENTS 

S-31OJA-3,5 and 6 rockets were launched at Syowa Station into the amoral ionosphere, at 15:35 UT on July 26 (or at 
18:35 LT on July 26), 1977, at 22:56 UT on June 10 (or at 01:56 LT on June ll), 1978 and at 21:56 UT on August 27 
( or at 00:56 LT on August 28 ), 1978, respectively. The altitude profiles of the electron density observed with these 
rockets are shown in Fig2 [5]. Electron density observed by the S-31OJA-3 ( - , ascent ; ----, descent) are lower 
thanthatofS-31OJA-5(-----,ascent; -------,descent)andthatofS-310JA-6(--,ascent;----,descent). 
Geomagnetic activiq index, Kp, was l+ ,6 and 5 during these flights. 

Electron density profiles were strongly affected by energetic electrons precipitating from the magnetosphere. Energetic 
electron fluxes were measured simultaneously with the same rockets [6]. The observations by S-31OJA-5 and 6 
rockets are summarized respectively in Figs.3a and 3b. In these figures, abscissa is flight time ( set ) &er launching, or 
height ( km ) of the rocket. The upper panel shows electron density ( cnr3 ) and the lower panel energetic electron flux 
(/cmz~str*sec*keV). The Aurora-diagram ( a meridian-time plot of aurora intensity with contour lines in kK) was 
obtained from a meridian-scan photometer at 557.7 mn [7]. A series of arrows denote fhght trajectory of the rocket 
projected along the geomagnetric field line to an altitude level of 100 km (a&r T.Hhasawa). 

Figure 4a shows Cs (sheath capacitance) - $I (plasma frequency) diagram for five values of sheath thickness normalized 
by h D (S/ A ,, = 0.5,1,1.5,2 and 3) for S-31OJA-3,5 and 6 rockets. These theoretical Cs-fp curves are calculated for a 
cylindrical probe of 5 mm in radius and 1 m in length assuming that the electron temperature is 2000 K. Pammeter (S/ 
h J is the sheath thickness devided by Debye length. Cs changes with electron density along the same characterstic 
line with constant value of S/ A D. Jump or siriR between characteristic lines shows that probe-potential changes due to 
energetic electrons. Large dots (0) denote observed values obtained by S-31 OJA-3. X marks ( X ) denote those by 
S-31OJA-6 during the ascent and circles (0) during the descent of the flight. Plus marks (+) denote those observed by 
S-31OJA-5 in the E region during the ascent, and small dots ( l ) during the flight time of 136 set to 335 sec. 

S/ h D was 0.5 during the flight of S-31 OJA-3. This small value is understood from the fact that the electron density 
was lower and geomagnetic condition was calm at the time of S-31OJA-3 launching. 

S/ AD value by S-31OJA-6 rocket changed from 1.3 to 1.6 during ascent and descent of the flight as shown in Fig.4a. 
The auroral h&n&y roughly changed &om 5 kK to 6 kR during the rocket flight as shown in Fig.3b. The time 
variations in these two data agreed well each other. The change of the energetic electrons was also in good agreement 
withthechangeofSfh,andtheausoralintensity. 

The auroral intensity on the aurora-diagram changed from 3 kK to 5 kR from PO set to 335 set of S-31OJA-5 flight as 
shown in Fig.3a. Siilarly S/ h D representing the bias effect of the probe changed from 1 to 1.5 in Fig&. S/ h n 
value of 1 was obtained in the E-region of low electron density, while 1.5 was obtained in theintense auroral region. 
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Fig.2. Electron density profiles by the antarctic rockets, S-31OJA-3,5 and 6 
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Fig3a. Tie variations of the electron density and energetic electron flux with the aurora-diagram for the S-31OJA-5 
Fig.3b. Same as Fig.3a but for the S-31OJA-6 rocket 
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FigAa. Cs ( sheath capacitance ) vs. @ ( plasma frequency ) diagram for S-31OJA-3,5 and 6 rockets 
Fig.4b. Cs-Ep diagram of S-31OJA-5 during descent. Data from the apex of the flight to 335 set were again plotted. 

The Cs-fp diagram during the descent of S-31OJA-5 flight is shown in Fig.4b. Data points fkom the apex of the flight 
to 335 set were shown in FigAa because the value of Sl A D was constant at 1.5 in the intense aurora region. S/ h ,, 
changed from 1.5 to 1.3 and then1 1 in Fig.4b, and these were obtained in the intense auroral area, middle of the 
descending path, and the E-region, respectively. This time variation in S/ h D correlates well with the auroral intensity 
variation from 5 kR to 3 kR and then to 2 kR in the aurora-diagram as shown in Fig.3a. 

The positive correlation between S/ il ,-, value and the energetic electron flux can be understood as follows. The probe 
potential became slightly negative when aurora1 electrons hit the probe surface. This made the sheath around the probe 
expanded. Accordingly the sheath capacitance of the probe was reduced. 
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Fig.5. Energetic electron flux versus sheath thicness normalized by the Debye length 

Figure 5 summarizes the relationship between the sheath thickness and the energetic electron flux, The ordinate is 
energetic electron flux obtained from Fig3a and Fig.3b. The abscissa is the sheath thickness normalized by the Debye 
length. Thin-line squares denote possible ranges of the electron flux and S/ h n obtained by S-31OJA-5 in the flight 
time of 136 - 335 set and 335 - 39ti sec. Bald-line squares denote those obtained by S31OJA-6 during ascent and 
descent of the flight. It is clear ti Fig.5 that sheath thickness increased with auroral energetic electron flux 
precipitated tim the magnetosphere during the geomagnetic distnrbance. 

CONCLUSION 

A detailed study of the impedance characteristics of the impedance-probe measurement conducted in Antarctica reveals 
that the char*g of the electrode occurred due to energetic electron precipitation from the magnetosphere. The sheath 
thickness normalized by the Debye length ( S/ h D ) incresed with the increase of energetic electron flux as well as the 
increase of amoral intensity at 557.7 run observed by the meridian-scanning photometer. 
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